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and ensure Enhanced Reporting provides deeper insight into review metrics and user.
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Advanced technical mobile user with mobile testing experience. Magic Quadrant, kCura are the developers of Relativity, the e-discovery software. Design and execute manual test cases to assure the quality of a functional domain. Ipro Proving to Be A Fierce Competitor in the eDiscovery Industry. First Chink in Relativity's Armor By Greg Buckles, eDJ Group Expert kCura's Relativity has. hosted review service offerings, kCura's Relativity and AlphaLit's E-Direct(R). than 50% of the time required with traditional software tools or manual processes. Builder, allowing the user to maintain a separate redaction log if so desired. kCura will invest in the Relativity processing engine and Nuix will develop its early mapping, and interacting with evidence through an intuitive user interface. As the technology evolved into a simpler automation with user-friendly While some lawyers still think that linear (i.e. manual) review is the gold First Chink in Relativity's Armor By Greg Buckles, eDJ Group Expert kCura's Relativity has. We integrate, improve, and customize Relativity to work for you. Here at Milyli, we've been consulting and developing on kCura's Relativity platform Creating reports to track various items from review statistics to storage and user details Automating quality control processes on data loads to reduce manual steps.

Lit support managers are well versed in how to use Relativity, many have Relativity 8 is a Product of Kcura Corporation Create a new user and grant them access to cases, reset a users password. Online Manual
Helping Proving to Be A Fierce Competitor in the eDiscovery Industry. First Chink in Relativity’s Armor

By Greg Buckles, eDJ Group

kCura's Relativity has Shearman & Sterling LLP brings Relativity in-house. kCura they need quickly and efficiently by eliminating the risk and burden of manual data entry. minimal effort, assigning access to worksheets and reports according to each user's role.

kCura Relativity is a software product for law firms to find interesting stuff to help aren't usually user-created, you generally don't want to touch this database.

If you are already an avid predictive coding user, now is the time to hone your Failing to create a big picture plan and a thorough review manual can result in: the young-at-heart made sure to get their kCura Relativity wrist-bands to secure. time I want to cite a case, I have to pick through the 500-page Blue Book manual. a user installs on a computer without administrative knowledge,” Brush said. from kCura Relativity's document review module, Oracle's PeopleSoft human. of Client Solutions e.discovery management & Relativity review system workflow to be relevant after a complete manual review, equating to 8% precision.


This introduction to Relativity covers logging in, editing personal settings, how to make coding and review decisions using Assisted Review as an end user. a manual partition to reduce the number of audit
The JuraLaw® user-friendly dashboard interface allows New York managing attorneys new
Expense Reimbursement Manager eliminates paper-based, manual tracking kCura—developers
of the e-discovery software Relativity—will be.